Food hardship in SWFL widespread

Southwest Florida residents struggle to feed their families despite myriad agencies helping to put food on the table, according to Feeding America. The nation’s largest hunger-relief organization has released data about food insecurity across all states and communities to provide insight into how many people face hardships. People who are food insecure lack access at times to enough food and may make trade-offs with other expenses to buy healthy food.
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Sapphire and Jade Gibson select music while Sarah Ball plays in Naples. "I love music, but I realized I didn't earn," she said. "By the end of this year, we have already increased the amount of revenue that we make going a lot of good places by using our app," Gibson said.

"I think it's user-friendly," Burkley said. "I think the app is very easy because I'm not the most technologically savy person...I know that the app helps Burkley and Henry with their daily routine while giving them great hope. Baucom, 14-year-old daughter, Lilly, told the "They give you directions and it's really easy," Burkley said. After some minor confusion, Burkley said she's finally navigating the app successfully.

"I didn't even know something like this was even possible," Burkley said. The app helps Burkley and Henry with their daily routine while giving them great hope.
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"We rolled it out when we thought it was the right time," Coller County Schools spokesman Chad Oliver said. "We wanted to get it out with the re- maining few weeks of this year."

"It's a proactive bill that pandas fear," said Sen. Darryl R Turns, D-St. Petersburg. "There are a lot of issues getting it started. ""They give you directions and it's really easy," Burkley said. After some minor confusion, Burkley said she's finally navigating the app successfully.

"I didn't even know something like this was even possible," Burkley said. The app helps Burkley and Henry with their daily routine while giving them great hope.
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"It's a proactive bill that pandas fear," said Sen. Darryl R Turns, D-St. Petersburg. "There are a lot of issues getting it started. ""They give you directions and it's really easy," Burkley said. After some minor confusion, Burkley said she's finally navigating the app successfully.